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Section one
Local government business
and service continuity
arrangements for natural
disasters

Executive summary
Natural disaster events, including bushfires and floods, have directly impacted some local councils
in New South Wales over recent years. Given their important role in delivering essential services to
their communities, it is important for local councils to effectively plan so that they can continue
operations through natural disasters and other disruptions.
Business continuity plans are a widespread mechanism used by governments and private sector
organisations to ensure they are prepared to respond effectively to disruptions. In
New South Wales, business continuity plans are widely used by local councils to help ensure
continuity of service delivery, safety and availability of staff, availability of information technology
systems and other systems, financial management and governance. There are no current
sector-wide requirements or policies for business continuity management issued by the
Department of Planning and Environment (DPE) 1 for NSW councils. As such, councils can develop
their own business continuity management frameworks.
Our Report on Local Government 2020 considered the financial and governance impacts from
recent natural disaster events on local councils in New South Wales. It also considered sector-wide
trends in business continuity planning, including how many councils enacted or updated their
business continuity plans in 2019–20.
The report found that all councils were impacted by emergency events, and that some councils
changed their governance, policies, systems, and processes to respond to the emergency events.
Sixty-five per cent of councils updated their business continuity plan as a response to recent
emergency events, and 43 per cent of councils updated their disaster recovery plan.
This audit follows on from the Report on Local Government 2020 with a detailed examination of the
effectiveness of business and service continuity arrangements for natural disasters in two councils.
The selected councils for this audit were Bega Valley Shire Council and Snowy Valleys Council.
They were selected because they had been heavily impacted by the 2019–20 bushfires and other
natural disaster events, such as storms and floods between December 2018 to December 2020.
The objective of this performance audit was to assess the effectiveness of the councils' approaches
to business and service continuity arrangements for natural disasters. In making this assessment,
we considered whether the selected councils:
•

•
•

had documented approaches for identifying, mitigating, and responding to disaster-related
risks to business and service continuity
effectively implemented strategies to prepare for identified disaster-related impacts
responses during selected disasters were effective in managing business and service
continuity.

1 At the time of this audit, the Department of Planning and Environment is responsible for supporting and regulating
local councils in New South Wales through the Office of Local Government. Prior to 21 December 2021, the
Department of Planning and Environment was named the Department of Planning, Industry and Environment.
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Conclusion - Bega Valley Shire Council
Bega Valley Shire Council has a documented approach to planning for business and
service continuity that provides for clear decision-making processes and accountability.
Since 2018, the Council has prepared for identified natural disaster risks to business and
service continuity, but can do more to monitor how it has implemented controls
responding to these risks.
Bega Valley Shire Council did not follow all aspects of its business continuity plan in
responding to the 2019–20 bushfires.
The Council can do more to ensure its business continuity management approach is
regularly reviewed and updated, and that staff are regularly trained in its implementation.
Bega Valley Shire Council has a documented approach to business continuity management that is integrated
with its broader approach to enterprise risk management and is supported by clear
decision-making processes and accountability. This includes a business continuity plan (BCP), BCP
subplans, and a business impact analysis (BIA). The Council made changes to its BIA in 2019 following the
2018 Tathra bushfires within its local government area (LGA), but its BCP and BCP subplans have not been
updated since 2016 and key information is out of date.
Bega Valley Shire Council has identified high-level controls and strategies to mitigate disaster-related risks
and undertakes post incident reviews to capture lessons following a disaster, but many high-risk actions
resulting from those reviews remain outstanding.
Bega Valley Shire Council identified risks, controls, and actions to prepare for natural disaster impacts
between 2018 to 2020. However, the Council has not effectively monitored implementation of the identified
controls. Bega Valley Shire Council has only partially implemented the actions and recommendations from
internal reviews that identified gaps in its business continuity management approach.
Bega Valley Shire Council did not follow all aspects of its business continuity plan in responding to the
2019–20 bushfires, instead relying on the local knowledge of its staff. The Council has not provided BCP
scenario training since 2015 and has not monitored completion rates of its online business continuity
management training for staff.
Bega Valley Shire Council did not keep records of its decision of whether to enact its BCP during the
2019–20 bushfires, but advised its ability to follow the BCP was not possible due to the scale and impact of
the bushfires surpassing the expectations included in its BCP and BCP subplans.
The Council advised that essential council-led services were largely maintained during the disaster,
sometimes with adaptation of services, and sometimes with support from other councils, NSW Government
and Australian Government agencies.
As Bega Valley Shire Council did not maintain formal records of service disruptions for most services, did not
follow all aspects of its BCP during the 2019–20 bushfires, and because it requested and received support
from other agencies, we are unable to assess the impact of its planning and preparation activities on the
continuity of services.
Bega Valley Shire Council took actions during the 2019–20 bushfires to communicate key service changes to
staff, residents, and stakeholders, and regularly sought feedback on residents' experiences.
Bega Valley Shire Council could improve the effectiveness of its business continuity management approach
by undertaking regular staff training (including scenario training) and ensuring that its business continuity
management framework is routinely updated to reflect current practice and current staff.
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Conclusion - Snowy Valleys Council
Snowy Valleys Council did not have a finalised approach to ensure business and service
continuity until October 2020. Now in place, this approach identifies governance, assigns
roles and responsibilities and includes procedures to retain or resume services. That said,
the Council has not adequately documented key elements of its business continuity
management approach.
Snowy Valleys Council's risk register identifies that natural disasters may impact its ability
to deliver services, but the Council has not identified controls to respond to these risks.
During the 2019–20 bushfires, in the absence of a business continuity plan (BCP) or BCP
subplans, the Council relied on the local knowledge of its staff to manage service
continuity in line with directions from the Local Emergency Operations Controller and the
combat agency (the Rural Fire Service).
Snowy Valleys Council did not have a finalised BCP, BCP subplans, or BIA until after the 2019–20 bushfires.
The Council finalised most of its business continuity management framework in late 2020 and this framework
now establishes governance, including assigning roles and responsibilities, and identifies contingencies and
procedures to retain or resume critical services.
There are gaps in how Snowy Valleys Council has documented key elements of its business continuity
management approach. The Council advised it has completed a BIA, but has not retained the completed
version of this document as it was not managed under Snowy Valleys Council's record management
procedures. Some of the Council's BCP subplans have gaps in process information and contact details
which means BCP subplan owners and other potential users may not have access to accurate, up to date
information when responding to a disruption event.
The Council advised it provided BCP scenario training in 2016, 2018, and 2021, but was unable to provide
any evidence of the 2018 training. As the current BCP and BCP subplans were only finalised in 2021, the
2016 and 2018 training were based on the previous BCP framework, developed under the former Tumut
Shire Council. Additionally, the Council advised it has developed BCP awareness training for staff as part of
induction training, but has not provided a clear timeframe for implementing this training.
The Council undertakes post incident reviews after most service disruption events, but has not undertaken a
post incident review of the 2019–20 bushfires, despite its significant impact within the Snowy Valleys Council
LGA.
Snowy Valleys Council advised that it identifies and mitigates or controls for disaster related risks within
broader enterprise-wide risk assessments. Snowy Valleys Council’s strategic risk register identifies the risk
of natural disasters to service delivery, but does not identify preventative controls or resilience strategies to
mitigate these risks. The Council monitors and improves the resilience of some assets as part of its regular
operations of maintaining assets but does not clearly link such actions to how they contribute to reducing the
risk of natural disaster related impacts. Snowy Valleys Council advises it works with other agencies, such as
the Rural Fire Service and the local Bush Fire Management Committee, to plan for bushfire risks.
In the absence of a BCP or BCP subplans, Snowy Valleys Council relied on individual team members to
manage service continuity during the 2019–20 bushfires based on directions by the local Emergency
Operations Controller, and the Rural Fire Service. The Council advised that the delivery of essential
council-led services was largely maintained during the 2019–20 bushfires, sometimes with adaptation and
support from other NSW Government and Australian Government agencies. Snowy Valleys Council took
actions during the 2019–20 bushfires to communicate key service changes to staff, residents, and
stakeholders, and regularly sought feedback on residents' experiences.
As Snowy Valleys Council did not maintain formal records of any service disruptions and did not have a
finalised business continuity management approach in place to guide its response during the 2019–20
bushfires, we are unable to assess the impact of its planning and preparation activities on the continuity of
services.
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1.

Recommendations

By August 2022, Bega Valley Shire Council should:
1.

complete the update of its business continuity plans and subplans, applying lessons learned
from the experiences of the recent natural disasters and other disruptions

2.

ensure its BCP and BCP subplans are regularly reviewed and updated and contact details
are current

3.

improve how it monitors risks, controls and actions, including those for natural disaster
impacts and from post incident reviews, and capture that monitoring within its centralised
information management system (PULSE)

4.

implement a schedule to provide regular business continuity scenario training to all staff and
implement a system to monitor staff completion of existing online BCP training

5.

ensure its recordkeeping relating to service delivery during natural disaster events is
adequate to inform post-action reviews, provide an audit trail of key decisions and inform
future reviews of the business continuity management framework by:
a)

keeping formal minutes of all key meetings, especially of key decisions made,
including around enacting the BCP

b)

keeping formal records of service delivery and disruptions, including during natural
disasters involving a multi-agency response.

By August 2022, Snowy Valleys Council should:
1.

ensure it documents and monitors all disruption-related risks to service continuity, including
the risks of natural disasters impacts, and related controls

2.

ensure its BCP subplans are regularly reviewed and updated, and processes and contact
details are complete

3.

progress planned actions to increase staff awareness of business continuity plans and
responses including by:
a)

implementing BCP awareness as part of induction training

b)

monitoring staff completion of BCP scenario training

c)

tracking staff participation in previous disruption events

4.

ensure processes of continuous review and improvement are completed after every
disruption event to capture and formalise lessons learned

5.

ensure its recordkeeping relating to service delivery during natural disaster events is
adequate to inform post incident reviews, provide an audit trail of key decisions, and inform
future reviews of the business continuity management framework by:
a)

ensuring risks, actions, issues and decisions (RAID) logs are used to inform post
incident reviews, and lessons learned after disruption events

b)

keeping formal records of service disruptions and service delivery decisions made by
council or communicated to council, including those made during natural disasters
involving a multi-agency response.
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1. Introduction
1.1

Background

Recent natural disasters in New South Wales
New South Wales experienced multiple natural disaster events between December 2018 to 2021. 2
These natural disaster events have included bushfires, severe storms, and floods.
The most severe of these disasters by size and intensity were the 2019–20 bushfires, which saw
destructive bushfires occur across the State. The NSW Bushfire Inquiry described the 2019–20
bushfires as unprecedented due to the extremely large scale of the area that was burnt; the
intensity of the fire in some areas, and the rapid and at times unpredictable way that fires spread;
and the large number of fires burning simultaneously across New South Wales over a long fire
season.
Across New South Wales, the 2019–20 bushfire season ran for eight months from 1 July 2019 to
31 March 2020, with the last fires extinguished on 2 March 2020 after 240 consecutive days of
burning. Over five million hectares of land was burnt, equivalent to nearly seven per cent of the
State, and nearly 2,500 homes were destroyed. The extent of the burnt area is significantly larger
than in previous recorded bush fires seasons in New South Wales.
In the State's south, the Bega Valley Shire Council and Snowy Valleys Council local government
areas (LGAs) were among the most heavily impacted LGAs by the bushfires in terms of both total
area burnt and the impact on their local economy:
•

•

Snowy Valleys Council has reported that 45 per cent of its LGA was burnt with more than
225 dwellings and more than 600 other structures damaged or destroyed.
Bega Valley Shire has reported that 60 per cent of its LGA was burnt with more than 600
dwellings and more than 1000 other structures damaged or destroyed.

Efforts to respond to the 2019–20 bushfires required substantial numbers of firefighters (local, and
interstate and international), Australian Defence Force (ADF) personnel, 3 as well as the provision
of additional supplies including water, food, fuel, construction materials, and machinery. This
placed considerable strain on available resources across both emergency services and local
councils.
Following the 2019–20 bushfires, a series of further disaster events impacted councils across
New South Wales:
•

•

•

from 15 January 2020, storms and floods impacted multiple councils, including both audited
councils
on 25 July 2020 and 5 August 2020, storms and floods impacted multiple councils, including
Bega Valley Shire Council
from 20 October 2020, storms and floods impacted multiple councils, including both audited
councils.

The COVID-19 pandemic emerged in early 2020, following the 2019–20 bushfires and subsequent
floods and storms, as an additional event that impacted councils across NSW. Both audited
councils were impacted by the public health orders which required social distancing, closure of
some in-person services and other restrictions.

2 The Rural Assistance Authority has declared multiple natural disasters across almost all NSW LGAs in the period
since December 2018.
3 Australian Defence Force personnel were provided at the request of the NSW Government under the Defence
Assistance to the Civic Community (DACC) initiative with the Australian Government.
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This audit has not focused on COVID-19 as a disaster or area of focus for business continuity
management.

Future threats of natural disasters
Increasing variability in climatic conditions is expected to bring more heatwaves, storms, droughts,
floods and bushfires. The Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO)
and the Bureau of Meteorology (BoM) have reported that extreme weather across Australia is more
frequent and intense, and there have been longer-term changes to weather patterns. They also
report sea levels are rising around Australia increasing the risk of inundation and damage to
coastal infrastructure and communities.
According to the Department of Planning and Environment (DPE), in New South Wales the impacts
of a changing climate, and the risks associated with it, will be felt differently across regions,
populations and economic sectors. The department's climate projections indicate the number of hot
days will increase, rainfall will vary across the state, and the number of severe fire days will
increase.

1.2

Local councils' roles during and after natural disasters

Services provided by NSW councils
NSW councils provide a range of services and infrastructure to residents. These services differ
from council to council and vary depending on local factors including the council's location and size.
Generally, councils' service functions can include:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

provision of community services, including children's services and aged care
environmental protection
waste removal and disposal
land and property, industry and tourism development and assistance
regulatory functions – including enforcement of local regulations, such as granting approvals,
making inspections and issuing certificates
water supply, sewerage, and stormwater drainage works and facilities
infrastructure delivery, such as provision of roads, bridges and footpaths.

This audit focuses on local councils' provision of 'essential council-led services' such as water,
waste, sewerage, road maintenance and community services.
This audit selected 'essential council-led services' for review based on the need for councils to
provide them as part of business as usual service delivery, and should they become unavailable,
resident safety or health may be compromised.
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The role of local councils during and after natural disasters
During and after natural disasters, local councils respond to the disasters and, under certain
circumstances, support other emergency management agencies such as the Rural Fire Service,
State Emergency Service and NSW Police (Exhibit 1).
Exhibit 1: Overview of councils' role during and after natural disasters
Emergency
management phase

Council role

Council's role in supporting
emergency response agencies

Prevention

•

Enterprise risk assessment and
management

•

•

Service provision under business as
usual

Participation in Local Bushfire
Management Committees and Local
Emergency Management
Committees (LEMCs)

•

Implement risk controls to treat or
mitigate the risk of disruptions
(including from natural disasters)

•

Participation in local emergency
management training exercises

•

Business continuity planning

•

•

Monitor and improve asset
resilience

Carry out preparation activities
directed by the combat agency

•

Enact a BCP where relevant to
guide decisions to maintain or
suspend services

•

Executive support to the EOC

•

Incident management

•

Carry out directed emergency
management activities from
emergency controllers (e.g.
evacuations)

•

Direct support to first responders

•

Where requested, supply of plant,
equipment for LEMCs

•

Communications on behalf of EOC

•

Participation in recovery committees

•

Participation in lessons learned
exercises

Preparation

Response

•

Recovery

Regular communication to
residents, staff, stakeholders

•

Chair or coordinate recovery
committees

•

Coordinate or pass on state or
federal support or recovery grants

Source: Audit Office Research, 2021.

Under the State Emergency and Rescue Management Act 1989, the Rural Fires Act 1997 and the
State Emergency Service Act 1989 in a declared State of Emergency, councils may be required to
follow directions of the combat agency 4 and/or relevant Local, Regional or State Emergency
Operations Controller.
Under the State Emergency and Rescue Management Act 1989 local councils are responsible for
providing executive support to Local Emergency Management Committees (LEMC) and
Emergency Operations Centres (EOC) where agencies and the Local Emergency Operations
Controller coordinate to combat a natural disaster. The General Manager or Chief Executive Officer
chairs the LEMC, which is responsible for the preparation and review of emergency management
plans to prevent, prepare for, respond to and recover from emergencies within the LGA for which it
is constituted.
Given their closeness to their communities, local councils play a key role in responding to local
emergencies. Council employees may provide direct support to first responders during fires and
floods and assist in the recovery phase.

The combat agency is identified in the State Emergency Management Plan as the agency primarily
responsible for controlling the response to a particular emergency. The Rural Fire Service is the combat agency for
fires within a rural fire district.

4
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In regional and rural councils, especially those near bushland and national parks, council staff may
hold secondary roles such as volunteer firefighters or local emergency management officers. In
addition to staff that act in volunteer roles, some council employees may be formally or informally
seconded to other emergency agencies to provide direct support, especially in specific skilled roles
that are in demand, for example machinery operators.
After the initial danger of a natural disaster has passed, councils repair or rebuild damaged council
infrastructure and assets, clean up waste and debris, and assist impacted residents. In recent
years, in part due to more severe and long-lasting natural disasters, councils have begun their
recovery phase before the response phase has ended. Recovery and rebuilding may be costly and
can take months or years to complete.
Appendix two sets out emergency management arrangements for local councils, including how a
Council supports the Local Emergency Management Committee and Combat Agency in an
Emergency Operations Centre.

Additional demands on service delivery during and after
disasters
In addition to the direct impacts of natural disasters, councils experience flow-on effects to their
operations and resourcing, which may reduce their capacity to perform business and service
continuity activities. For example, efforts to maintain services may be impacted by:
•

•

•

reduced resources (including available staff, access to contractors, and available supplies
such as water, food, fuel, construction materials, and machinery)
the need to collaborate with, and in some cases directly support, other agencies and local
and regional emergency operations controllers
incomplete information available and time pressures.

As such, councils can be required to prioritise which services are maintained. For example, a
council may dedicate resources to securing the operations and infrastructure needed to provide
clean drinking water while closing local libraries and swimming pools.

1.3

Business and service continuity management for local
councils

Business continuity management
Business continuity management is the development, implementation and maintenance of policies,
frameworks and programs to assist an organisation to manage business disruptions.
Business continuity management is an important element of good governance. It forms part of an
entity's overall approach to effective risk management, and can support the entity's capability to
prevent, prepare for, respond to and manage recovery from the impacts of a disruption.
There are no legislative requirements for councils to undertake business continuity management or
have business continuity plans in place under the Local Government Act 1993 and Local
Government (General) Regulations 2005. There are also no relevant policy statements or circulars
for business continuity management issued for local government by DPE, the agency responsible
for regulating and providing support to local councils in New South Wales. As there are no
sector-wide legislative requirements or policies for business continuity management in Local
Government, councils can develop their own business continuity management frameworks.
Councils can use a number of standards or frameworks to guide their business continuity
management system. Some resources may be provided by third parties; for example, insurance
and assurance suppliers may provide member councils with BCP guidance and templates.
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In the absence of sector-wide policy or guidance issued for councils by the NSW Government, we
have considered the ISO (International Organisation for Standardisation) standard ISO 22301:2019
– Security and resilience — Business continuity management systems — Requirements, which is
used by some NSW local councils, as a guide for leading-practice. We note that this is only one of
the standards for business continuity management available to be used within NSW local councils.
The ISO Standard defines business continuity as ‘the capability of an organisation to continue the
delivery of products and services within acceptable time frames at pre-defined capacity during a
disruption’.
The ISO Standard establishes key requirements for a management system to achieve business
continuity, such as risk assessment and mitigation, business impact analysis, service prioritisation,
planning, staff training and review.
Exhibit 2 defines some key terms used within business continuity management standards and this
report.
Exhibit 2: Key terms used in business continuity management
Term

Definition

Business continuity

Capability of an organisation to continue the delivery of products or services at
predefined levels following a business disruption event.

Business continuity
management

The development, implementation and maintenance of policies, frameworks and
programs to assist an entity to manage a business disruption, as well as build
entity resilience.

Business impact
analysis

The process of analysing functions, activities, and processes that deliver products
or services and the effect that a disruption might have upon them.

Business continuity plan

Documented information that guides an entity to respond, recover, resume, and
restore to a predefined level of operation following a business disruption event.

Disruption

Occurrence or change of circumstances that negatively impacts a service or
function.

Resilience

The ability to absorb and adapt in a changing environment.

Source; Audit Office Research, 2021 from ISO Standard 22301:2019 and other business continuity standards.

Under the ISO Standard, and other leading professional standards, an effective business continuity
management approach involves:
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

understanding and documenting the business continuity aims and needs within the context
of the organisation
clearly documented and controlled policies and procedures
having a business continuity management system that is underpinned by a business impact
analysis to identify critical resources, facilities, equipment, data and infrastructure, including
any interdependent processes
having a business continuity plan and procedures in place and endorsed
having business continuity strategies and solutions such as BCP subplans that set out
contingencies and instructions to retain or resume critical services
clearly assigned roles and responsibilities
leadership commitment to business continuity management, demonstrated by:
−

alignment with risk management and strategic priorities

−

committing resources and promoting awareness

−
undertaking continuous improvement
conducting training and building awareness of business continuity risks and response
regularly monitoring or reviewing (i.e. audit or review) the business continuity management
framework.
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1.4

Audited councils and in scope natural disaster events

Audited councils
Two councils were selected for this audit: Bega Valley Shire Council and Snowy Valleys Council.
These councils were selected as they had been heavily impacted by the 2019–20 bushfires, had
experienced multiple disasters in the period December 2018 to December 2020. Relevant
characteristics of each of the audited councils are summarised in Exhibit 3.
Exhibit 3: Characteristics of audited councils
Characteristics

Bega Valley Shire Council

Snowy Valleys Council

Population

34,746

14,395

Area (km2)

6,279

8,959

Council FTE

343

224

In-scope services

•

Waste services

•

Waste services

•

Water and sewerage services

•

Water and sewerage services

•

Road maintenance services

•

Road maintenance services

•

Community services, including
ageing (brokered), disability, families
at risk, and children

•

Community services, including ageing,
children, and community transport

Source: Bega Valley Shire Council, 2020 and Snowy Valleys Council 2020.

The specific in-scope services subject to this audit were selected based on services listed within
the Local Government Act 1993, further review of each council's service functions as listed within
their long-term financial plans, resourcing plans, and discussions with council staff and
management.

Natural disaster events in scope
Exhibit 4 summarises the natural disasters considered within the audit period of review.
Exhibit 4: In scope natural disaster events
Disaster event

Description

2019–20 bushfires

The 2019–20 bushfire season ran for eight months from July 2019
to March 2020. Bega Valley Shire Council and Snowy Valleys Council were
both heavily impacted by various fires during this period.
•

The Dunns Road fire in Snowy Valleys Council burned from
28 December 2019 to 15 February 2020.

•

In Bega Valley Shire Council, the Werri Berri fire burned from
29 December 2019 to 25 January 2020, when it amalgamated with
another fire, and the Border Fire burned from 31 December 2019 to
4 March 2020.

January 2020 storms and
floods

From 15 January 2021, storms and floods impacted multiple councils,
including both audited councils.

July and August 2020
storms and floods

On 25 July 2020 and 5 August 2020, storms and floods impacted multiple
councils, including Bega Valley Shire Council.

October 2020 storms and
floods

From 20 October 2020, storms and floods impacted multiple councils,
including both audited councils.

Source: Audit Office research, 2021.

The 2019–20 bushfires exceeded the other listed disasters in size, duration, and damage caused
and was the only disaster in which both audited councils advised they were required to activate
their business continuity plan.
10
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Other enquiries and investigations of the 2019–20 bushfires
The loss of life, the destruction of property and the scale of the 2019–20 bushfires and other recent
natural disasters has meant that several important investigations have already taken place,
including the NSW Bushfire Inquiry, the Royal Commission into Natural Disaster Arrangements and
the Senate Finance and Public Administration References Committee Inquiry. These reviews have
focussed on large scale themes, including emergency services coordination, operational systems
and processes, and the role of the Australian Government across emergencies and natural
disasters.
In late 2021 through to 2022, the State Coroner is conducting a series of coronial inquests and
inquiries into the 2019–20 NSW Bushfires. These are considering deaths, property damage, and
destruction arising from the 2019–20 bushfire season.

1.5

About the audit

This audit assessed the effectiveness of the councils' approaches to business and service
continuity arrangements for natural disasters. This audit has also considered broad mitigation and
preparation strategies for natural disaster events, such as bushfire or floodplain mitigation, or
strategies to mitigate the impact of risk events, such as enhancing infrastructure resilience.
This included an assessment of whether:
•

•

•

•

•

councils had documented approaches for identifying, mitigating and responding to
disaster-related risks to business and service continuity
councils provided relevant training to staff to ensure they were aware of the council's
business and service continuity approach under various scenarios
councils had mechanisms in place for regular and post-event review and update of business
and service continuity approaches
councils took actions to prepare for natural disaster impacts, such as implementation of
identified proactive risk controls, bushfire and blood mitigation projects, and activities to
increase the resilience of relevant council infrastructure across the period from 2018 to 2020
during the 2019–20 bushfires and 2020 storms and flood:
−

councils took appropriate actions to manage business and service continuity

−

councils effectively updated residents on service changes and issues

−

councils' residents experienced minimal disruption to essential services.

More information about this audit is provided in Appendix three.
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2. Bega Valley Shire Council
2.1

Planning for disaster-related risks to business and
service continuity

Bega Valley Shire Council has a documented approach to business and service continuity
planning that provides for clear decision-making processes, roles and responsibilities and
instructions to maintain, resume or recover critical services
Bega Valley Shire Council's business continuity management framework comprises a high-level
business impact analysis (BIA) which is linked to each critical service or function's business
continuity subplan (BCP subplans) that sit under a broader council-wide business continuity plan
(BCP).
Bega Valley Shire Council's BCP and BCP subplans mostly align with elements of leading
professional standards for business continuity management (Exhibit 5).
Exhibit 5: Summary of Bega Valley Shire Council's business continuity management
framework alignment with key elements of leading professional standards
Bega Valley Shire Council's
business continuity
management framework

Leading professional standard element
Understand and document business continuity aims and needs within the
context of the organisation
Leadership commitment to business continuity management, demonstrated
by alignment with risk management and strategic priorities, resourcing
committed, and continuous improvement, promoting awareness
Clearly documented and controlled policies, procedures
Roles and responsibilities clearly assigned
Business continuity plans and procedures
Business continuity strategies and solutions (i.e. BCP Subplans,
contingencies and instructions to retain or resume critical services)
Business continuity management system is underpinned by a business
impact analysis
Training and support, including competence and awareness of staff
Regular review and continuous improvement
Key

Fully addressed

Partially addressed

Not addressed

Source: Audit Office 2021.

Bega Valley Shire Council's business continuity management framework includes clear
identification of governance, including roles and responsibilities, contingencies for service
continuity, and instructions for decision-making and to retain or resume critical services. The
Council’s BCP and BCP subplans respond to the risks identified in its BIA.
Bega Valley Shire Council's approach to business continuity management is outlined in, and
integrated with, its Enterprise Risk Management Framework. This integration ensures this
approach is consistent with the Council's broader approach to managing organisation-wide risks
(i.e. enterprise or strategic risks), which can reduce complexity and benefit from larger
organisation-wide initiatives.
12
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Bega Valley Shire Council's business continuity plan and subplans have not been formally
reviewed since 2016 and some key information is out of date
It is important that the information in a BCP or BCP subplan is up to date so that in the event of a
business disruption, all staff can refer to the plan, know how to respond, and identify key persons to
guide the response to suspend, maintain or recover services.
Bega Valley Shire Council commenced a review of its BCP and BCP subplans in 2019, but advised
that this review was not completed due to other priorities, including its response to the 2019–20
bushfires. Without regular review, outdated guidance in the subplans may lead to incorrect actions
being taken including by new staff unfamiliar with any approach not documented, unclear lines of
accountability and decisions being made under incorrect assumptions.
As most of Bega Valley Shire Council’s BCP and BCP subplans have not been reviewed since
2016, some key information is out of date. For example:
•

•

some key processes within the BCP and BCP subplans are no longer current, and do not
reflect lessons learned during the multiple disasters the Council has experienced since 2016
positions and contact details – including for decision-makers – listed in the Council's BCP
subplans have not been updated since the BCP subplans were drafted and some do not
match current employees or positions.

Bega Valley Shire Council advised that it intends to remove contact information from the BCP and
BCP subplans and only include roles. The Council advised that, going forward, it will keep its
corporate contact list up to date so staff can access this list to obtain current contact information for
the appropriate role holder. However, some of the contact lists examined as part of this audit did
not contain job titles and as such would be of limited use to obtain current contact information for
specific roles.
Going forward, the BCP and BCP subplans would be improved by ensuring key processes are
current, and by establishing a formal process for regular and timely review to ensure the subplans
are current and reflect Bega Valley Shire Council’s agreed response to a business disruption.
Bega Valley Shire Council's business impact analysis outlines the risks of the impact of
natural disasters on its functions and services
Bega Valley Shire Council's BIA has been updated to include the risks of bushfires and pandemics
following the 2018 bushfires in Tathra, the 2019–20 bushfires and COVID-19 pandemic.
The Council’s BIA was developed prior to the natural disaster events of 2019 and 2020 in
collaboration with the relevant teams identified in the BIA as managing critical functions or services.
Bega Valley Shire Council’s BIA identifies critical functions and services and outlines the risks to
them, including:
•
•
•

possible causes including natural disasters
potential impact to operations
maximum acceptable outage times.

Identifying critical functions and services means that business continuity and risk management
strategies based on the BIA will include preventative actions and controls to reduce impacts to
those critical functions and services. Linking these critical functions and services to the risk of
natural disasters means Bega Valley Shire Council understands the potential impacts and can
implement dedicated controls and mitigations. For example, in the Council’s BIA, natural disasters
are listed as a likely cause of service disruption, and impact to residents is listed as a consequence
of service disruption.
Bega Valley Shire Council has identified dedicated controls to prepare for natural disaster
risks to its services
Bega Valley Shire Council has identified controls and strategies to mitigate natural disaster-related
risks to its services and functions within its risk register, and more recently finalised a climate
resilience strategy that, among other things, identifies current and emerging risks to services from
severe weather events such as fire and floods.
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Some of these controls and strategies are listed in Bega Valley Shire Council's floodplain risk
management plans and bushfire risk mitigation plans.
Bega Valley Shire Council has not effectively monitored identified actions and controls for
natural disaster-related risks
Bega Valley Shire Council has mechanisms to monitor and report on risks, controls, actions, and
recommendations, including those relating to natural disaster related risks, to senior management
and to the Audit Risk and Improvement Committee.
Bega Valley Shire Council uses a centralised information management system called PULSE to
capture and monitor risks, including risks identified in its risk register. However, the Council has not
effectively monitored actions and controls within PULSE.
Within PULSE, the Council's strategies and controls to mitigate disaster-related risks (including for
business continuity) are not sufficiently detailed. For example, the Council includes the control
'BCP exercises held at least once every two years' but has not provided a detailed description or
an assessment of the control's effectiveness.
Gaps in the way Bega Valley Shire Council uses PULSE make it unclear what controls or actions
have been implemented or completed. For example, within PULSE:
•
•
•

•

some proactive controls and preparation strategies are behind schedule or overdue
none of the listed actions have due dates
the identified controls for business continuity risk are listed as not started or zero per cent
effective
natural disasters are not listed as likely causes of service disruption, despite being identified
within the BIA.

The Council advised that the PULSE system was recently introduced and is still being established,
so its current configuration and user conventions may contribute to basic controls being listed
within PULSE without details while detailed controls are listed elsewhere. Controls listed in some of
the Council's other risk management documentation – for example, its floodplain risk management
plans and bush fire risk mitigation plans – are sufficiently detailed.
Bega Valley Shire Council could improve the comprehensiveness of information retained within the
PULSE system by ensuring it reflects the most up to date information available to council, and
ensuring staff are trained to update PULSE regularly as part of standard operations. This would
reduce the risk that its records are unreliable and improve monitoring to ensure decision-makers
and risk owners are aware of and understand progress against key actions and controls.
Bega Valley Shire Council has taken some recent steps to correct these gaps and to improve its
documentation of the progress of actions and controls within PULSE. The status for several
controls for natural disaster-related and business continuity risks have been updated to either
'progressing' or 'completed', to reflect progress that had been made since the natural disaster
events.
Bega Valley Shire Council has not delivered BCP scenario training since 2015 and does not
monitor completion rates for online BCP training modules
Leading professional standards for business continuity management outline that BCP training,
including scenario training, contributes to an effective business continuity management approach
by:
•
•

•
•
•

ensuring that staff are aware of the importance of business continuity management
ensuring staff understand their roles and responsibilities, including those assigned under key
BCP documents
ensuring plans are regularly tested and exercised under simulated or live situations
revealing any gaps in implementing a BCP or BCP subplan
building organisational disaster readiness.
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Bega Valley Shire Council has developed online self-paced training for business continuity
planning, but this training is not mandatory, and the Council does not monitor which team members
have completed the training. The number of views of the online training module indicate that
take-up is low. This means the Council does not reliably know if its staff required to respond to
service disruptions or implement actions from BCP subplans have completed training on what
actions to take.
Scenario training is important in validating BCPs and upskilling staff by simulating a real business
disruption event. Councils have a critical role in responding to a range of disasters or other
disruptions, and so it is important they understand how their BCP and BCP subplans for essential
council-led services operate under varying conditions. Scenario training offers councils an
opportunity to test BCP arrangements and simulate how the plans do or do not work to support
service continuity, including across a variety of possible service disruptions.
Bega Valley Shire Council has identified that running BCP exercises at least every two years helps
to mitigate business continuity risks. Despite this, the Council has not provided scenario training to
staff since 2015. Without providing regular training, some key staff are unlikely to be aware of Bega
Valley Shire Council’s preferred approach to responding to a business disruption – including a
natural disaster event – or how to consistently apply the BCP.
Bega Valley Shire Council advised that despite the absence of formal scenario training, its staff
have first-hand experience as a result of responding to several natural disasters before and during
the review period. In that context, the Council advised that it believed that the need to provide
additional scenario training was reduced. However, relying on past experiences, and consequently
actions driven by individual team members, instead of training may lead to reinforcement of
incorrect actions, which could be corrected through training. It also introduces 'key person risk',
which a well-developed, tested and understood BCP would mitigate.
Bega Valley Shire Council plans to update BCP training as part of its next update of the BIA and
BCP, including making completion mandatory. It has not established a clear timeframe to
implement these changes, and it should do so as a priority.
Some Bega Valley Shire Council staff were aware of the BCP and BCP subplans, but were
unaware of how service continuity decisions or approaches aligned with such plans
Some Bega Valley Shire Council staff consulted as part of this audit were aware of the existence
and purpose of the BCP and BCP subplans. Some staff advised that they were involved in
developing and implementing the relevant BCP subplans for critical services.
Bega Valley Shire Council staff advised there is local knowledge of team member capabilities and
of what actions must be taken to maintain services. However, some staff were unable to
demonstrate how service continuity decisions or approaches aligned with the formal guidance
included in the BCP or BCP subplans.
Relying on staff knowledge and experience instead of formalised guidance such as the BCP or
BCP subplans increases the risk of inconsistent decision-making, 'key person risk' and gaps in the
identification and management of critical functions. Formalising and documenting such knowledge
reduces these risks and reduces reliance on key staff, who may be unavailable.
Bega Valley Shire Council undertakes post incident reviews following natural disaster
events but many high-risk actions resulting from those reviews remain outstanding
Bega Valley Shire Council undertakes post incident reviews 5 after a council project, undertaking, or
event, including after natural disaster events. These reviews focus on identifying lessons learned.
Any actions and lessons learned arising from the reviews are recorded in a risk register in PULSE
along with associated actions, who those actions are assigned to, and the progress of those
actions. For example, the Council undertook a formal debrief process to capture lessons from the
2019–20 bushfires shortly after the bushfires.

We have used the standardised term 'post incident reviews' throughout the report for clarity. Bega Valley Shire
Council refers to such reviews as 'after action reports'.
5
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Bega Valley Shire Council has a 'natural disasters outstanding actions list' from its experiences
during natural disasters since 2018. All 22 actions on this list that are rated high or very high risk
(out of 52 in total) remain outstanding as per their status within PULSE, although six of those
actions have comments noting they should be removed or that they are partially complete.
Additionally, the risk rating on one action has been reduced from high risk to low risk after it was
completed instead of being marked as a completed high risk action.
As such, it is difficult to reliably determine how many actions have been completed and how many
are outstanding. Some other actions, including earlier lessons learned documents, do not have
milestones or due dates for actions or have not been assigned to staff. This increases the risk of
actions not being effectively prioritised, implemented and monitored.
The Council advised it has partially completed some of these actions but has not yet updated the
list to show progress.
Bega Valley Shire Council has not addressed all actions and recommendations from
internal reviews in 2015 and 2020 that identified gaps in its business continuity
management approach
Bega Valley Shire Council undertook a management review of its business continuity management
approach in 2015. The Council has addressed many, but not all, recommendations and actions
from that review. Our audit has found that some of the gaps identified in the 2015 report are still
present, including gaps in staff awareness and training. Recently, a 2020 internal audit on service
delivery further suggested that the Council should strengthen its BCP review process.
Bega Valley Shire Council has experienced multiple natural disaster events and performed multiple
post incident reviews since the last update in 2015. The lessons learned from these have yet to be
incorporated into the BCP and BCP subplans.

2.2

Preparing for identified disaster-related risks to
business and service continuity

Bega Valley Shire Council has developed several plans to respond to identified natural
disaster risks, and has implemented actions under the plans
Since 2015, Bega Valley Shire Council has commissioned and implemented several flood studies
and floodplain risk management studies and plans within its LGA. Such initiatives are ongoing and
are in line with some of the actions listed in its Climate Resilience Strategy 2050. The studies and
plans assist with emergency management planning and aim to reduce the risk of major impact from
flooding events.
In 2018, Bega Valley Shire Council participated in the development of a Bega Valley bushfire risk
management plan in collaboration with other agencies. Between 2019 to 2020, Bega Valley Shire
Council developed its Climate Resilience Strategy 2050 which identifies risks to business and
service continuity including from fire, weather and storms.
Prior to the Climate Resilience Strategy 2050, Bega Valley Shire Council's actions to identify and
respond to identified natural disaster risks were guided by, among other things, its 2013–17
Climate Change Strategy, which included actions to review the vulnerability of critical Council
infrastructure in line with Asset Management Plans. The Council advised that some of the actions
from the 2013–17 Climate Change Strategy have been implemented, and the remaining actions
were carried forward in to the Climate Resilience Strategy 2050. The Council plans to review
implementation of the Strategy on an annual basis as part of its Integrated Planning and Reporting
Framework.
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Bega Valley Shire Council undertakes activities to increase the resilience of council
infrastructure required for service delivery
Bega Valley Shire Council has identified a need to improve asset resilience to prepare for natural
disasters through lessons learned processes such as its formal Emergency Operations Centre
(EOC) and operational debrief sessions. Some of the hazard reduction actions the Council has
implemented that aim to improve asset resilience include slashing, scrubbing, and mulching in
asset protection zones (which was undertaken prior to the 2019–20 bushfires) and widening asset
protection zones around certain council infrastructure, for example one of its preschools.
Bega Valley Shire Council advised it has also undertaken infrastructure projects to improve asset
resilience, such as:
•

•

•

connection of the central waste facility to the piped water system, which provides reliable
access to water for firefighting on premises
the construction of a temporary water treatment plant which can be used to filter water if a
permanent water treatment plant is compromised
the installation of permanent diesel generators in underground tanks at its Brogo water
treatment plant so that the Rural Fire Service is not required to escort staff when they need
to refuel the generators.

However, the Council advised the projects were not completed until after the 2019–20 bushfires
due to a lack of available funding for proactive projects.
Bega Valley Shire Council can improve its monitoring of actions taken to increase asset
resilience
Bega Valley Shire Council can improve its monitoring of actions taken to increase asset resilience
within PULSE, as some resilience actions are not present, or listed as zero per cent complete in
the application. The Council advised that this partially reflects actions not being implemented
because of a lack of resources and the impacts of the 2019 and 2020 natural disaster events, and
that some actions have been implemented but not tracked in PULSE due to the system being new.
Bega Valley Shire Council advised that additional asset resilience work is underway or planned for
the near future, such as the development of a Bega and Brogo Rivers flood warning system and
studies into the feasibility of utilising solar power and batteries for remote infrastructure such as the
Brogo water treatment plant.
Recently, Bega Valley Shire Council has taken steps to improve its documentation of the progress
of actions and controls within PULSE. The status for several actions and controls for business
continuity risks have now been updated to either 'progressing' or 'completed', to reflect progress
that had been made since the natural disaster events. However, none of the updated actions or
controls relate to asset resilience.
Bega Valley Shire Council relies mostly on grants to fund its asset resilience work
Bega Valley Shire Council advised that funding for its asset resilience work must be prioritised in
context of other council business. For example, the Council advised that it prioritises asset
resilience funded by capital expenditure in line with its long-term financial plan.
In the context of these competing demands on limited resources, Bega Valley Shire Council has
largely relied on grants to fund asset resilience work. Since the 2019–20 bushfires, Bega Valley
Shire Council has applied for funding from a range of grants to fund asset resilience work.
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Bega Valley Shire Council advised that it faces challenges associated with relying on grants to fund
asset resilience work, for example:
•

•

many grants are provided after a natural disaster event, rather than proactively – for
example, many resilience grants were only made available in response to the 2019–20
bushfires
some grants only fund repair of damaged assets to pre-damaged state, instead of new and
more resilient condition.

The Council advised that in the absence of grant funding, preventative work that is not part of its
long-term financial plan needs to be funded through other means. The Council advised that it
maintains four major funds that are used to cover shortfalls in resilience work where possible and
appropriate:
•
•
•
•

general fund, from council rates revenue
water fund, from water charges revenue
sewer fund, from sewer charges revenue
waste fund, from domestic waste management charges revenue.

Where no other funding sources are available or suitable, the Council advised it could apply for a
loan, for example from the NSW Government central financing authority TCorp.
Bega Valley Shire Council advised while it has planned for future proactive capital expenditure as
part of its Climate Change Risk Assessment and Climate Resilience Strategy 2050 and a pilot
program in collaboration with the CSIRO, the Council does not have the budget for capital
expenditure on asset resilience outside of those initiatives.
Consequently, Bega Valley Shire Council's approach to funding future asset resilience work
remains reliant on grant funding.

2.3

Responding to business and service continuity risks
and impacts during the 2019–20 bushfires

Bega Valley Shire Council’s BCP and BCP subplans formed the basis for some initial
high-level decisions made by its Executive during the 2019–20 bushfires
Bega Valley Shire Council staff advised that the BCP and BCP subplans provided the basis for
some initial high-level decisions made by its Executive during the 2019–20 bushfires. Bega Valley
Shire Council advised that following these initial decisions, the scale and impact of the bushfires it
experienced was not sufficiently covered by the existing provisions of its BCP or BCP subplans.
In the early days of the disaster, the Council's leadership executive group met daily, and as the
disaster progressed it met less frequently as it determined that the immediate risk was reduced.
The Council split its leadership group into dedicated groups to manage decisions and actions
across both business as usual and recovery.
Bega Valley Shire Council advised that it plans to update its business continuity management
framework to prepare for larger natural disasters, to reflect the council's experience of the current
framework not being sufficient to deal with the 2019–20 bushfires.
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Bega Valley Shire Council did not follow its BCP and BCP subplans in prioritising services
during the 2019–20 bushfires
Bega Valley Shire Council advised that it did not follow its BCP in prioritising services because its
BCP and BCP subplans did not account for a disaster of this scale, and it did not have a natural
disaster BCP subplan or EOC BCP subplan in place. As a result, the Council considered that the
BCP and BCP subplans were less effective than local staff knowledge in informing decisions and
reacting to changing circumstances.
Consequently, day-to-day responses and prioritisation of services by operational staff were guided
by their own local knowledge, experience from previous events, and guidance from combat
agencies. Relying on staff knowledge, instead of clear consistent guidance, risks a reduction in
reliability and standardised approaches in line with approved plans, and introduces the risk of 'key
person reliance'.
Bega Valley Shire Council's actions to maintain or suspend services were also guided by input from
the EOC. For example, early during the 2019–20 bushfires, the Council prioritised some of its
services under 'bushfire event action plans' that brought together actions from the EOC, actions to
carry on business as usual and actions for recovery. Such action plans did not directly link to or
reflect response actions under the Council's BCM framework, and focused on immediate impacts.
Bega Valley Shire Council did not keep a formal record of its decision to not follow its BCP
but kept records of decisions to maintain or suspend services
Bega Valley Shire Council advised that it did not make a formal decision to not follow its BCP
during the 2019–20 bushfires. However, the Council did not keep a formal record of whether it
enacted its BCP approach.
Bega Valley Shire Council kept records of the alternate approach it used to respond to the
emergency including its decisions to maintain or suspend services. The Council kept informal
records of high-level decisions, actions and outcomes from the leadership executive group
meetings held during the first two weeks of the bushfires and distributed these by email to the
group as a written record. From 15 January 2020, the Council formally captured its decisions to
maintain or suspend services through meeting minutes and clear tracking of actions and outcomes
through to completion.
Going forward, and during its response to COVID-19, Bega Valley Shire Council has implemented
a briefing template that aims to succinctly capture key decisions, such as whether to enact its BCP
in response to a given disruption.
Bega Valley Shire Council advised that essential services largely remained operational, with
some adaptation as required
Bega Valley Shire Council staff advised that essential services were delivered during the natural
disaster events, sometimes with adaptation; for example, through the provision of alternative waste
sites due to main sites being affected by the fires.
Where necessary, Bega Valley Shire Council also requested and received support and resources
from other councils, NSW Government agencies and Australian Government agencies, including
the Australian Defence Force. Such support and resources assisted with service delivery in a wide
range of areas, including in the supply of water, environmental and structural assessment, human
resources, communications, and clearing roads. The Council also provided executive support to
the EOC, and supported actions to respond to the emergency, with over 130 staff working across
various EOC roles and operational response.
Some of the Council's communities experienced interruptions to water supply due to the impacts of
the bushfires and subsequent rain events (Exhibit 6). Throughout the 2019–20 bushfires, and
immediately after, Bega Valley Shire Council monitored water quality, regularly updated the
community and other stakeholders through multiple communications channels including social
media (and by providing boil water notices), and worked with other agencies to resume service
delivery.
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Exhibit 6: Supplying water during the 2019–20 bushfires in Ben Boyd Dam and Brogo River
Dam Catchment
What are Bega Valley Shire Council's responsibilities for water supply management?
Bega Valley Shire Council is a local water utility and provides reticulated water to 19 towns and villages in
the LGA, and two villages within Eurobodalla Shire Council LGA. It has responsibilities under legislation,
regulations, and standards for water supplied to be safe, reliable, affordable and of good quality.
The Council's LGA covers an area of approximately 6,279 square kilometres. There are four water supply
systems that provide water services within this area, namely: Tantawanglo-Kiah; Bega-Tathra;
Brogo-Bermagui; and Bemboka. Water for these systems is sourced from catchments located within the
LGA.
Water supply requirements in Bega Valley Shire Council's BCP subplan
Bega Valley Shire Council's water supply services BCP subplan focuses heavily on the risk of a power
failure to its water treatment plants. Under the BCP subplan, the Council aims to supply a reliable provision
of drinking water that conforms to drinking water guidelines. The maximum acceptable outage is 12 hours.
The possible impacts of a critical function failure in provision of water supply are:
•

a localised loss of water supply to a small number of properties in urban areas, resulting in an inability
for customer to carry out their day to day activities

•

widespread loss of water supply to properties

•

human health impacts.

Response phases and responsibilities
Under its planned 'immediate response', Bega Valley Shire Council is required to promptly assess the extent
of service loss, arrange for critical staff to be perpetually available while the disruption is being managed,
arrange for emergency power supply as required, and to commence interim repairs as required.
Under its planned 'continuity response' Bega Valley Shire Council is required to carry out permanent repairs,
continue emergency power supply, and continue emergency staffing arrangements.
Under its planned 'resumption response', Bega Valley Shire Council is required to assess the ongoing
effectiveness of permanent repairs on an ongoing basis, continue emergency power supply as needed on
an ongoing basis and return to normal staffing arrangements as appropriate.
What happened?
During the 2019–20 bushfires, Bega Valley Shire Council experienced multiple disruptions to its water
supply systems:
•

Brogo-Bermagui and Bemboka water supply experienced disruptions due to loss of power caused by
fire and treatment issues that followed.

•

Eden water supply was interrupted due to a firefighting helicopter crashing into Ben Boyd Dam water
storage in early January 2020.

•

Challenges with pump stations and telemetry issues in the network.

Ben Boyd Dam incident
A helicopter crashed into Ben Boyd Dam water storage on 9 January 2020. This incident triggered a need to
coordinate with multiple agencies, including with the ADF to remove the helicopter, with Public Works
Advisory to ensure council assets were not materially affected, and with the NSW Environmental Protection
Agency and NSW Health to demonstrate that the water supply from the dam was safe and remained
potable. The dam was affected from 9 January 2020 to 13 January 2020 and the incident was formally
resolved on 15 January 2020.
While the dam was not operational, Bega Valley Shire Council moved to supply water to Eden from the Kiah
Bore Field. Boil water notices were issued through local media, the Council and by social media. Further
notices were issued when the notices were lifted.
Following inspection, Bega Valley Shire Council determined that the impact of the crash did not affect any
aspect of the dam’s safety. While some riprap had been removed from the dam’s left abutment to facilitate
removal of the damaged helicopter, it would be restored, and there was no impact on the routine operation
of the dam.
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Bega Valley Shire Council reports on the incident indicated that dam monitoring data prior to, at the time of,
and after the crash event were unaffected. Readings remained steady and consistent throughout – and the
embankment continued to perform normally and as expected with no apparent adverse effects.
Bega Valley Shire Council reported that the removal of the helicopter was protracted but well-coordinated
and was managed and executed by ADF personnel. The helicopter was buoyed by inflatable balloons,
floated to the ramp adjacent to the spillway, enclosed with a floating scum boom, righted by Navy divers,
then moved upon its skids to a stable location on the dam wall.
Following remediation and water quality testing, Bega Valley Shire Council undertook independent profiling
of the water body and further testing to satisfy the Council, regulators and residents that the water was once
again fit for human consumption and could be considered a water source, post disinfection.
Brogo River and Dam catchment disruptions
Between December 2019 and March 2020, Bega Valley Shire Council's Brogo River and Dam Catchment
experienced multiple disruptions to the water quality and therefore interruptions to the potable water supply
to northern communities within the LGA.
During early January 2020, the water treatment plant that is used to purify water downstream of the
catchment was affected by loss of power and fire-related damage to the disinfection infrastructure and
surrounding trees, grasses, and other vegetation.
Ash, sediment and other debris washed into the Brogo River following significant rain events
in February 2020 following the destruction within the catchment of vegetation and other trees that would
stabilise inflows or runoff into the catchment. This rapid increase in water level – including the refilling of the
dam from ten per cent capacity to overflowing within one day – combined with the runoff caused turbidity
levels to exceed more than 100 times critical control levels making the supply non-potable.
Across both incidents, Bega Valley Shire Council put in place several emergency and interim measures to
respond to the disruptions it experienced. It placed affected towns on 'boiled water notices and advice
warnings'; requested and delivered packaged bottled water to affected towns while supplies and emergency
solutions were severely impacted; carted in water to the affected water supply (including under a
state-supported arrangement) at a rate of up to one million litres per day; introduced level four water
restrictions to restrict all non-essential outdoor water use; and recommissioned a weir from a creek not used
for 20 years.
The Council also requested and received direct support from the ADF including:
•

delivery and installation of a diesel generator to run the pumps and associated treatment equipment

•

assistance for Council employees to be aerially inserted into the catchment to confirm the status of dam
catchment and water quality while roads were being assessed and cleared

•

assistance to distribute bottled water to affected towns

•

access to a portable water treatment plant and a one megalitre reservoir.

Prior to the bushfires, Bega Valley Shire Council’s dams were heavily affected by the drought conditions.
The Council had undertaken some work to increase the resilience of the water supply treatment
infrastructure at the Brogo catchment, and had been approved to build a water treatment plant under the
NSW Government Safe and Secure Water Program in 2018. However, the planned water treatment plant
was being prepared for tender when the 2019–20 bushfires and subsequent storms and floods hit the Brogo
water supply. The Council did not finalise its interim arrangements until 14 March 2020. Until such time, it
issued multiple requests to the ADF to extend their access to the temporary treatment plant. The ADF
reported that at its conclusion the arrangement had provided Bega Valley Shire Council with 6.1 million litres
of water.
Implications
In both incidents, the outage of services lasted longer than the 12 hours maximum acceptable outage time
under Bega Valley Shire Council's BCP Subplan for water supply services. In this way, it necessitated a
continuity response. However, the Council's water supply BCP does not adequately plan for intrusions into
the water supply, nor severe fire related damage to water infrastructure, and instead is directed at
maintaining power to the water treatment plant. The examples demonstrate actions the Council took outside
the BCP approach that enabled it to respond to a disruption and recover services, including through actions
to source assistance from external agencies including the Australian Defence Force.
Source: Bega Valley Shire Council 2021.
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Bega Valley Shire Council advised that the bushfires occurred during a time when several business
as usual services were already closed, and some staff were on leave due to the annual
Christmas/New Year council shutdown.
Bega Valley Shire Council further advised that some services, which the Council had deemed
non-essential or the combat agency had deemed endangered by the approaching fire front, were
put on hold (for example children's services and library services) or not re-opened based on
information from the combat agency.
We reviewed all enquiries, including complaints and compliments, received by the Council during
the period 1 January 2018 to 31 December 2020. Our review did not demonstrate a significant
quantitative or thematic change between enquiries received during the natural disaster events, and
the same period the year before. While this analysis does not provide assurance that services were
delivered during the natural disaster events, it does not indicate an increase in service disruption.
Bega Valley Shire Council kept records of service status for waste and water services but
did not keep formal evidence of other service disruptions
Bega Valley Shire Council kept centralised formal records of service status through two real-time
service-monitoring systems that were in use during the 2019–20 bushfires:
•

•

the Council's Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) system which monitored
and recorded changes to the Council's water and waste systems in real time
a system in the Council's central waste facility which automatically records the weights of
trucks depositing waste.

These records indicate that these services were operating during the 2019–20 bushfires. However,
the Council did not keep formal records (electronic or manual) for other services of monitoring or
recording of when services were disrupted, for how long, and the impact on residents, staff, and
stakeholders.
Bega Valley Shire Council advised that it provided formal updates on service status – such as a
media release – only when a service was disrupted, and considers that where there is no evidence
of interruption, it can be assumed the service was operational.
Activity logs from the EOC, to which the Council provided executive support, outline impacts to
some council services including waste and water and EOC and Council's actions to respond to
these impacts. These activity logs are in line with service status as advised by the Council and boil
water notices issued by NSW Health.
Bega Valley Shire Council staff were able to consistently recount which services were operational
or closed, and their decisions and approach to responding to the events of the 2019–20 bushfires.
The Council's staff advised that knowledge of which services were operating or disrupted was
communicated by the operational teams to the leadership team, and then shared verbally
downwards by the leadership team.
As Bega Valley Shire Council did not maintain formal records of service disruptions for all services
and did not follow its BCP during the 2019–20 bushfires, we are unable to assess the impact of its
planning and preparation activities on the continuity of services.
Bega Valley Shire Council supported its staff to manage their changing roles and
responsibilities during the 2019–20 bushfires
Many of Bega Valley Shire Council's staff took on multiple roles and responsibilities during the
2019–20 bushfires, including assisting the EOC and other agencies, which impacted their
substantive duties.
Bega Valley Shire Council advised it does not maintain a register of council staff that hold volunteer
roles (for example in the Rural Fire Service or State Emergency Service). However, the Council
also advised that the Regional Emergency Management Officer maintains a list of LEMOs, Local
Emergency Operations Controller (LEOCON), and key agency staff, which is available to LEMOs.
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Under Bega Valley Shire Council's conditions of employment, staff that hold volunteer roles are
provided with five days of paid leave per year to attend major emergency events, and up to ten
days for large scale events within the LGA specifically. Those staff are required to inform the
Council of their intentions and allow for consideration of WHS issues.
Bega Valley Shire Council supported its staff to manage their changing roles and responsibilities by
preparing an action plan for responding to the bushfires, including how the Council would work with
the EOC to assess the impact of the fire on its assets, undertake communications to staff,
councillors and the community, and rostering the EOC (for example providing a Local Emergency
Management Officer (LEMO) and executive support) and recovery committee.
Bega Valley Shire Council also monitored how staff may have been directly affected by the
bushfires, and whether they were available and willing to return to work from leave. The Council
clearly communicated with staff, by issuing emails early on and throughout January 2020 to advise
of worsening conditions and the likelihood of changes to staff responsibilities.
Bega Valley Shire Council took actions to communicate key service changes and issues to
staff, stakeholders, and impacted residents
Bega Valley Shire Council used multiple methods and channels to communicate immediate service
changes to residents, staff, and stakeholders, including, for example, mobile application alerts and
phone calls to users of services where contact details were available.
Bega Valley Shire Council used social media with the aim of reaching a wider audience than it
would have through other communication methods, including during times where other
communication tools were compromised by the disasters, both during the response and recovery
phase. The Council also communicated key messages on behalf of other entities that it was
assisting at the time of the disasters, for example, the EOC.
Bega Valley Shire Council advised that it set up a dedicated response and recovery service line
during the 2019–20 bushfires, separate from its business as usual line. This ensured a level of
resourcing for immediate response and short and long-term recovery, while allowing business as
usual teams to focus on day-to-day delivery of essential services.
The Council advised it received enquiries through several phone lines, social media, the EOC's call
centre, and other agencies such as the Rural Fire Service. The Council's communications team
responded to basic enquiries, sought guidance on responses from operational staff, or redirected
residents to an appropriate channel depending on the enquiry.
The Council developed key message bulletins for staff to respond to enquiries about the response
to the 2019–20 bushfires, including updates for impacted residents regarding services that were
suspended or under different delivery arrangements – such as water, childcare services and waste
services.
Bega Valley Shire Council used in-person and digital community meetings during and after
the 2019–20 bushfires to obtain resident feedback
Bega Valley Shire Council used in-person and digital community meetings between
early January and April 2020 to provide information to residents and obtain their feedback. These
meetings included agencies such as the Rural Fire Service, NSW Police, and the State Emergency
Service and were recorded and streamed on the Council's social media and published on its
website.
Bega Valley Shire Council keeps logs of all enquiries made by residents and stakeholders through
communication channels such as the council contact email address and the dedicated response
and recovery phone line. Bega Valley Shire Council has not undertaken its own analysis of
enquiries, compliments, and complaints received during the disasters.
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3. Snowy Valleys Council
3.1

Planning for disaster-related risks to business and
service continuity

Snowy Valleys Council did not have a documented approach to managing business and
service continuity until 2020
Snowy Valleys Council did not have a documented business continuity management framework in
place until October 2020. The Council's finalised framework is comprised of a finalised business
continuity plan (BCP) that is endorsed by Council; a business impact analysis; and BCP subplans
for the identified critical services in the business impact analysis. The BCP is due for review in
2024.
Snowy Valleys Council has a documented approach to business continuity management
that outlines roles and responsibilities, contingencies for service continuity and how to
maintain, suspend or recover critical services
Snowy Valleys Council has a documented BCM approach that mostly aligns with key elements
described under leading professional standards for business continuity management (Exhibit 7).
Exhibit 7: Summary of Snowy Valleys Council's business continuity management
framework alignment with key elements of leading professional standards
Snowy Valleys Council's
business continuity
management framework

Leading professional standards element
Understand and document business continuity aims and, needs within the
context of the organisation
Leadership commitment to business continuity management, demonstrated
by alignment with risk management and strategic priorities, resourcing
committed, and continuous improvement, promoting awareness
Clearly documented and controlled policies, procedures
Roles and responsibilities clearly assigned
Business continuity plans and procedures
Business continuity strategies and solutions (i.e. BCP Subplans,
contingencies and instructions to retain or resume critical services)
Business continuity management system is underpinned by a business
impact analysis
Training and support, including competence and awareness of staff
Regular review and continuous improvement
Key

Fully addressed

NA
Partially addressed

Not addressed

Source: Audit Office 2021.

Snowy Valleys Council’s BCM framework is integrated with its broader approach to enterprise risk
management. The Council's BCP and BCP subplans are linked to the critical services and critical
functions identified in the Council's BIA, and the critical people required to maintain or recover
services in the event of a business disruption.
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The Council's BCP and BCP subplans include clear identification of governance, roles and
responsibilities, contingencies for service continuity, and instructions to retain or resume critical
services in the event of a disruption.
Snowy Valleys Council uses a centralised information management system called PULSE to
capture risks, including business continuity management risks. Actions are monitored in action
reports presented to council managers, executives and the Safety, Risk and Quality Committee
(SRQ).
Snowy Valleys Council advises it has completed a business impact analysis but has not
retained the completed version of this document
Snowy Valleys Council developed a BIA to inform its BCP and BCP subplans in 2020. However,
the Council was unable to provide a complete and documented BIA as it was not managed under
Snowy Valleys Council's record management procedures. This means that the BIA is not readily
available to risk owners who are responsible for updating the BCP subplans, or governance
committees responsible for overseeing the BCM framework.
That said, Council has documented some short form and working examples of the BIA. For
example, following initial drafts, the Council reviewed the BIA to inform its approach to responding
to the COVID-19 pandemic in March 2020, and this was documented in short-form. The Council
advised that the BIA is undergoing a process of continuous improvement, and this is informed by
emerging risks, such as those identified in post-incident reviews.
Snowy Valleys Council could do more to ensure its BIA is documented and readily available for
reference in future iterations of the BCP.
Seven of Snowy Valleys Council's nine BCP subplans are incomplete which means council
staff may not have all relevant information available to respond to a disruption
Seven of Snowy Valleys Council's nine BCP subplans are missing key contact information for
internal and external stakeholders, and two are missing details within one or more of the critical
categories relating to communications, information systems, assets and persons across the
documents.
As Snowy Valleys Council's BCP subplans are incomplete, BCP subplan owners and other
potential users may not have accurate, up-to-date information available when responding to a
disruption event. Having up-to-date information on key persons within the BCP subplans would
provide greater confidence that the service is able to be maintained or recovered within acceptable
timeframes.
Snowy Valleys Council advised that BCP subplans are owned by the relevant operational manager
and can be updated by them at any time, after a post incident review or audit, or on a periodic
basis. The Council advised that updated BCP subplans are stored on a restricted drive by the risk
and governance team, while a copy is kept by the relevant operational manager.
Going forward, the BCP subplans would be improved by ensuring contact details and key
processes are complete, and by establishing a regular review process to confirm whether the plan
is current and reflects the Council’s agreed approach to responding to a business disruption.
Snowy Valleys Council is finalising further BCP subplans for identified critical services and
functions
In 2021, Snowy Valleys Council undertook a review of its BCM framework, including testing its BCP
subplans for criticality, currency and completeness. From that review, the Council is prioritising
finalising additional critical BCP subplans relating to IT disaster recovery, crisis communications
and emergency plans within 2021–22.
However, Snowy Valleys Council does not yet have a BCP subplan for some of the council-run
aged care and disability support services provided by its multi service outlet, which include
domestic assistance and respite and social support. While some contingencies for the operation of
the multi service outlet are covered by the Council's BCP subplan for community transport this BCP
subplan does not cover specific risks to the aged care and disability support services.
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Snowy Valleys Council's BCP and BCP subplans do not identify staff who may be required
to directly support an Emergency Operations Centre or combat agency during disasters
Snowy Valleys Council advised that its staff are often required to provide support to an Emergency
Operations Centre (EOC) or combat agency during disasters, under a range of legislative and
volunteer arrangements.
Snowy Valleys Council has an emergency management staff contact list which includes names,
locations, contact details, and emergency management experience. Additionally, eight of the
Council's nine BCP subplans include an alternate role holder. However, the Council's BCP and
BCP subplans do not formally identify the individuals that may be required to be seconded, act in a
combat agency or EOC roles, or volunteer during disasters, nor are such individuals formally noted
within a centralised contact list. Including this information in these plans could assist the Council to
better plan for replacements or alternates and so maintain or recover services promptly.
Snowy Valleys Council has delivered BCP training to staff, but has not kept adequate
records of such training
Leading professional standards for continuity management outline that BCP training, including
scenario training supports effective BCM by:
•
•

•
•
•

ensuring that staff are aware of the importance of business continuity management
ensuring staff understand their roles and responsibilities, including those assigned under key
BCP documents
ensuring that plans are regularly tested and exercised under simulated or live situations
revealing any gaps in implementing a BCP or BCP subplan
building organisational disaster readiness.

Prior to the 2019–20 bushfires, Snowy Valleys Council's last documented BCP scenario training
was in 2016. As the current BCP and BCP subplans were only finalised in 2020, this training was
based on the former BCP framework developed under the former Tumut Shire Council.
Since the 2019–20 bushfires, the Council has delivered scenario training to key BCP role holders.
This scenario training was delivered in June 2021, after the BCP was completed in October 2020.
Snowy Valleys Council has not kept adequate records of BCP training it has delivered. For
example, while the Council has developed risk management, resilience, and BCP training
presentations, it does not know how many staff have received this training. Further, the Council
advised it delivered BCP scenario training in 2018 but was unable to provide any evidence of this
training being delivered. This means that the Council management does not systematically know
that its staff understand their BCP roles or how to respond in the event of a disruption.
Snowy Valleys Council advised that it plans to implement a system to include BCP awareness as
part of its employee induction training and monitor completion of this training. However, the Council
has not established a clear timeframe for the system's implementation.
Snowy Valleys Council has not yet undertaken a formal post incident review of the 2019–20
bushfires, despite the event's significant impact on its LGA
Snowy Valleys Council undertakes post incident reviews following business disruption events
where its BCP is activated and other, less detailed, incident reviews where a disruption occurs but
the BCP is not activated. The council has undertaken five such post incident reviews:
•
•
•
•

6
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a post incident review for a communications outage
two post incident reviews during the COVID-19 pandemic
a post incident review as part of a business continuity training session in 2021
a post incident review for a flooding event within its LGA in 2020. 6

The Council advised the BCP was not enacted for the flooding event.
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The post incident reviews describe the context and factors leading up to the event, Snowy Valleys
Council’s response, lessons learned, actions and recommendations.
Snowy Valleys Council's post incident reviews for the COVID-19 pandemic and 2021 scenario
training identified gaps in the Council's BCP subplans which align with the findings of this audit,
such as some containing incomplete contact information and some not identifying contingencies.
Despite the significant impact to its LGA, Snowy Valleys Council has not performed a post incident
review that considers business and service continuity during the 2019–20 bushfires. The Council
advised that while not documented in a post incident review, lessons learned have been captured
and incorporated in to its current BCM framework.

3.2

Preparing for identified disaster-related risks to
business and service continuity

Snowy Valleys Council has identified the risk of natural disaster impacts within its strategic
risk register, but has not identified specific controls for these risks
Snowy Valleys Council advised that its BCP and BCP subplans focus on the impacts of service
disruptions rather than the risk or cause. The Council advised that it identifies and mitigates or
controls for disaster related risks within broader enterprise-wide risk assessments.
Snowy Valleys Council has identified ‘severe weather’ and ‘climate change’ as risk elements within
these broader enterprise-wide risks listed in its strategic risk register. However, the descriptions of
each enterprise risk are brief and controls or treatments have not been identified for these risks.
Without identifying controls to prevent or mitigate natural disaster risks, Snowy Valleys Council
cannot demonstrate that it has adequately prepared its assets or approaches with appropriate
controls or mitigations.
Snowy Valleys Council has taken some broader high-level steps to consider actions to respond to
natural disaster risks, for example:
•

•

The Council commissioned a Climate Change Risk Assessment, detailing risks to services,
business and council functions, which was delivered in February 2020.
The Council's Local Strategic Planning Statement published in March 2020 identifies some
actions related to adapting to the impacts of hazards and climate change. These are focused
on understanding current gaps to enable better flood risk management and undertaking a
climate risk assessment rather than risk reduction or preparation projects. There is no
explicit reference to bushfire risks in identified actions or monitoring.

Snowy Valleys Council has not clearly linked actions taken to monitor and improve asset
resilience to how they contribute to reducing the risk of natural disaster impacts
Snowy Valleys Council monitors and improves the resilience of some assets as part of its regular
operations of maintaining assets but does not clearly link such actions to how they contribute to
reducing the risk of natural disaster related impacts.
The Council advised that it improves the resilience of its assets through regular reviews of asset
management and asset conditions, and business as usual activities such as cutting grass before
and during bushfire season, but does not document these actions as part of its asset resilience
work.
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The Council advised that most bushfire resilience and planning it completes is undertaken on
behalf of, and funded by, the Rural Fire Service as the agency responsible for managing the risk of
bushfires. For example, the Council undertakes annual asset hazard protection zone maintenance
work in collaboration with the Rural Fire Service, and is represented on the local Bush Fire
Management Committee. This activity is not linked to its strategic risk management documentation
and is not listed within the strategic risk register in response to the risk of bushfire impacts. Snowy
Valleys Council uses service management plans to set out the required actions taken to manage its
assets. These actions are primarily to maintain the status of the Council's assets, but in some
cases also improve their resilience. Snowy Valleys Council's service management plans include
actions to:
•
•
•

establish performance objectives for asset maintenance
assess the current condition of assets and forecast future requirements
prioritise asset maintenance and upgrade projects.

In addition to reviewing asset condition through the service management plans, Snowy Valleys
Council advised that critical assets are also reviewed as part of the council's BIA, BCP subplans,
and post incident reviews.
Snowy Valleys Council advised that it was unaware of suitable grant funding for asset
resilience work prior to the 2019–20 bushfires, and instead used funding from a range of
other sources
Snowy Valleys Council advised that costs for asset resilience are planned under service level
agreements and the strategic asset management plan for those assets – that is, as part of its
standard practice of maintaining assets. The strategic asset management plan details life cycle
costs for council assets, including maintenance costs, and flows through to the Council's long-term
financial plan. Under this process individual subject matter experts and project officers are
responsible for identifying suitable grants to fund infrastructure and events for projects they
oversee.
Snowy Valleys Council advised that it was unaware of any suitable grants for bushfire resilience
prior to the 2019–20 bushfires. For example, it advised that it had sought funding before the
bushfires for projects such as the Tumut Evacuation Centre, but was only able to secure funding
when grants were made available after the 2019–20 bushfires. The Council advised that while
grants and other funding sources fund the initial development costs, they do not include ongoing
costs such as maintenance, depreciation, and ongoing work like asset resilience.
The Council advised that it plans to improve its processes for seeking grant funding, including
through standing up a dedicated project management committee and tracking grant funding
applications in PULSE, but has not set a timeframe for implementing these improvements. Snowy
Valleys Council advised that some recovery and resilience projects have been funded through
sources other than grants. These include through council asset insurance payouts, state
emergency funding, non-grant funding from relevant agencies such as Transport for NSW and
Infrastructure NSW, and as part of the funding provided when the former Tumut and Tumbarumba
local councils amalgamated in 2016. Additionally, the Council advised that resilience work for some
assets are jointly funded. For example, asset resilience that improves firefighting capacity for its
aerodrome is jointly funded by the Council and Rural Fire Service.
Since the bushfires, the Council has been successful with several grant applications to the Bushfire
Local Economic Recovery Fund. Some of these grant applications include funding for asset
resilience.
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3.3

Responding to business and service continuity risks
and impacts during the 2019–20 bushfires

Snowy Valleys Council did not have a BCP or BCP subplans in place during the 2019–20
bushfires and so relied on the local knowledge and prior experience of staff
Snowy Valleys Council had not finalised its BCP, BCP subplans, or BIA prior to the 2019–20
bushfires. Consequently, rather than being guided by a finalised BCP, Snowy Valleys Council
advised that its response to the 2019–20 bushfires was guided by the local knowledge and prior
experience of staff.
Relying on staff knowledge, instead of clear consistent guidance, risks Snowy Valleys Council staff
not applying standardised and effective approaches in line with approved plans to respond to a
disruption. Formalising and documenting Snowy Valleys Council staff's local knowledge, for
example through a BIA, and in the BCP subplan(s), may reduce key person reliance and ensure
that critical response steps are at hand for a staff member responding to a disruption, particularly if
they are a team member replacing the BCP subplan owner or critical staff.
Snowy Valleys Council's response to the 2019–20 bushfires was impacted by its support
for, participation in, and directions from the Local Emergency Operations Centre and the
Rural Fire Service
Under the State Emergency and Rescue Management Act 1989 7 the LEOCON, who manages the
EOC, may direct agencies – including local councils – under their coordinating role of overseeing a
response to or combating a natural disaster within the LGA. Similarly, under the Rural Fires Act
1997 8, the Commissioner of the Rural Fire Service or delegates may issue directions to agencies,
including local councils, in connection to the prevention, control or suppression of bushfires.
The Council advised that during the 2019–20 bushfires, tasks to maintain services and protect or
reinforce assets were delegated by the EOC and Rural Fire Service to member and other support
agencies under such arrangements, including the Council, State Emergency Service (SES),
Australian Defence Force (ADF), and others.
Activity logs from the EOC demonstrate communications and requests to Snowy Valleys Council
(and other agencies) relating to decisions to continue or discontinue services, including:
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

provision of emergency or alternate waste services, maintenance of existing waste collection
services and closure of waste services, including tips
provision of generators to maintain water treatment plants and evacuation centres
maintenance of water service levels in line with power outages and water supply
managing road closures and openings, including assessment of closed roads prior to
reopening, and developing access plans to closed off areas
sourcing arborists for assessment and, where relevant, removal of trees along the roadside
creation and remediation of fire breaks
providing executive support to, and communications on behalf of the EOC.

Snowy Valleys Council advised that in supporting the EOC and the Rural Fire Service, and carrying
out response and recovery work, it did not have sufficient resources to operate all council services.
Council advised that as the 2019–20 bushfires started during the Council's shutdown period, during
which non-essential council services do not operate, the Council made decisions to stand up
services based on need for the service and available resources instead of the usual shutdown
period schedule.

Section 31(2) of the State Emergency and Rescue Management Act 1989 confers functions on the LEOCON to
issue directions to the agencies.
8 Sections 44, 45 and 45A confer functions on the Commissioner of the Rural Fire Service to take charge of a
response to a bushfire, and to delegate to issue directions to agencies involved in the bushfire response.
7
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This audit has not assessed the effectiveness of the LEOCON or the EOC's approach to
responding to the 2019–20 bushfire emergency.
Snowy Valleys Council advised that during the 2019–20 bushfires, essential services largely
remained operational with some adaptation as required
Snowy Valleys Council advised that during the 2019–20 bushfires, most essential services
delivered by the Council – such as waste, water, sewerage – largely remained operational,
sometimes with adaptation (for example, through the provision of alternative waste sites), and that
the community was updated on any changes or issues.
Snowy Valleys Council advised that some services were not delivered, including services that were
in lower demand due to the bushfires and evacuations – such as children's services and
administrative services – and other services that the Council advised are typically closed during its
shutdown period.
Snowy Valleys Council advised that the resources saved from not delivering these services were
diverted to other priorities such as meal delivery and evacuations.
Snowy Valleys Council’s Multi Service Outlet (MSO), which houses council-run services such as
community transport, home care packages, and meals on wheels, was closed during the 2019
Christmas shutdown period. This is standard for the end of year shutdown period in Council, but
the MSO remained closed longer than the usual shutdown period by several weeks (i.e. until 20
January) due to clients and staff evacuating from the bushfires. Snowy Valleys Council advised that
while services (including in-home services) were suspended during this period, the service
interruption did not impact clients, as they had been evacuated from the premises. The Council
also advised that there was no service disruption during the 2020 floods.
Some Snowy Valleys Council communities experienced interruptions to water supply as a result of
the bushfires, and subsequent loss of power to water supply plants. In these cases, the Council
monitored water quality, regularly updated the community and other stakeholders through multiple
communications channels including social media (and by providing boil water notices), and worked
with other agencies to resume service delivery, including by obtaining generators or delivering
potable water (Exhibit 8).
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Exhibit 8: Snowy Valleys Council's response to the Batlow Water Treatment Plant incident
What are Snowy Valleys Council's responsibilities for water supply management?
Snowy Valleys Council is a local water utility and has responsibilities under legislation, regulations, and
standards for water supply to provide safe, reliable, affordable and good quality water.
The Council's LGA covers an area of approximately 8,959 square kilometres and draws water from multiple
catchments, including the Tumut River, which forms part of the Snowy Scheme. 9 Each of the six towns in
the LGA has its own water treatment and supply infrastructure.
Water supply requirements in Snowy Valleys Council's BCP subplan
Snowy Valleys Council did not have a finalised BCP subplan for water supply during the 2019–20 bushfires.
The former water supply BCP subplan that would have applied during the 2019–20 bushfires outlines
contingencies that focus heavily on the risk of a power failure to its water treatment plants and pump
stations. The former subplan does not set a maximum acceptable outage timeframe to respond to a
disruption to the water supply. However, it indicates that a contingent amount of water could continue to be
supplied over a few days (i.e. up to 3–4 days) depending on seasonal conditions and water in store at the
time of a disruption.
Since the 2019–20 bushfires, Snowy Valleys Council revised its BCP subplan for water supply. Under the
current subplan, the Council aims to supply a reliable provision of drinking water that conforms to drinking
water guidelines. The maximum acceptable outage for impacted water quality is zero hours – requiring an
immediate response.
Batlow water treatment plant incident
On 3 January 2020, the town of Batlow in the Snowy Valleys Council LGA was evacuated due to the
approaching bushfires. This included abandoning the Batlow water treatment plant, which the bushfires were
anticipated to reach and potentially damage or destroy.
While the water treatment plant is automated, damage or critical faults could have stopped the continuous
supply of water. As the town and water treatment plan were evacuated, untreated (raw) water was supplied
through the Batlow water supply system to maintain the necessary water pressure and volume for
firefighting. A boil water advisory notice was issued to residents in advance, to inform them of the potential
switch to raw water. The Department of Planning, Industry and Environment (DPIE) and NSW Health were
also notified in advance of the switch.
After the danger of the fire front had passed, the Council inspected the water treatment plant with the
support of NSW Environmental Protection Authority (EPA) officers on 5 January 2020. The assessment
determined that the water treatment plant was not damaged by the bushfires.
On 7 January 2020 a recovery operation commenced, and treatment of the water supply recommenced.
This involved treating the water, flushing the system with potable water, and testing the quality of water in
the system, and was undertaken in collaboration with DPE, NSW Health, and NSW EPA. After recovery had
completed and potable water was restored, the boil water advisory notice was lifted on 22 January 2020.
Implications
This was a planned outage and implemented with the knowledge of DPIE and NSW Health. The water
supply security for Batlow is currently under investigation by DPIE and being considered further by the
Council.
Snowy Valleys Council's former and current water supply BCP subplans do not include a contingency for
switching to raw water, and generally relate to loss of power at water treatment plants and pump stations.
This example demonstrates an action the Council took, despite the absence of a BCP approach, to respond
to the bushfires and ensure the availability of water for firefighting while taking actions to still provide its
residents with potable water.
Source: Snowy Valleys Council 2021.
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A hydroelectric system of power stations, dams, aqueducts, and tunnels in the south of NSW.
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Snowy Valleys Council was unable to provide formal records of service disruptions to essential
services during the 2019–20 bushfires. The Council advised that, within the Council, information on
service status was passed from team leaders to the communications and engagement team, who
then informed the community.
EMOS records kept by the EOC provide evidence of some council services that were disrupted or
at risk of disruption and the subsequent directions or decisions of the EOC. However, EMOS logs
are not intended to, and do not, specifically track the status of council services during the bushfires.
We reviewed all enquiries, including complaints and compliments, received by Snowy Valleys
Council during the period 1 January 2018 to 31 June 2021. Our review did not demonstrate a
significant quantitative or thematic change between enquiries received during the natural disaster
events, and the same period the year before. This analysis does not indicate an increase in service
disruption during the bushfires.
However, as Snowy Valleys Council did not maintain formal records of any service disruptions and
did not have a BCP and BCP subplans in place to guide its response during the 2019–20 bushfires,
we are unable to assess the impact of its planning and preparation activities on the continuity of
services.
Snowy Valleys Council did not keep records of its decisions to suspend, maintain or
resume services, including those directed by the EOC
Snowy Valleys Councils did not keep records of its decisions to suspend, maintain or resume
services during the 2019–20 bushfires. The Council advised that during emergencies where no
EOC is established, decisions to maintain or discontinue services would be made by the Council's
operational team managers.
Snowy Valleys Council advised that while it did not keep records of service delivery, records were
kept by the EOC in the form of EMOS records, and that the Council has access to these records
through its LEMOs. Additionally, the Council advised that keeping its own records of service
delivery in addition to EMOS records would constitute double handling and take resources away
from other critical tasks.
Relying on EMOS records from the EOC does not provide Snowy Valleys Council with a
permanent record for the purposes of post-incident review and legislated administrative
recordkeeping requirements, 10 as the Council does not control or maintain the EMOS logs.
Since the bushfires, Snowy Valleys Council has taken steps to correct these gaps and to improve
its documentation, finalise key documents, and improve its record keeping of key decisions made
during a natural disaster event. For example, during its response to COVID-19, in line with its
finalised BCP requirements, Snowy Valleys Council implemented a ‘RAID’ log approach – an event
log which captures risks, actions, issues and decisions. This approach has improved the
transparency of the Council’s actions to maintain service continuity during a business interruption
event, and enabled the Council to document lessons learned and retain an audit trail to inform
future approaches to responding to business disruptions.
Snowy Valleys Council took actions to communicate key service changes and issues to
staff, stakeholders, and impacted residents
Snowy Valleys Council has processes to update staff and stakeholders and impacted residents in
the event of service disruption, including its website, media releases, social media and community
bulletins. During the 2019–20 bushfires, Snowy Valleys Council used social media to communicate
to staff and community regularly. It met internal requirements that guide how it updates staff and
stakeholders and residents.

10
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Snowy Valleys Council used multiple methods and multiple channels to communicate immediate
service changes to residents, staff and stakeholders. The Council used its social media channels to
ensure staff could be reached despite outages in the cellular network. Such methods, including
those that went beyond Snowy Valleys Council’s policies and procedures, demonstrated its
commitment to clear and consistent communication. For example, Snowy Valleys Council advised
that when its multi service outlet (which provides aged care and disability care services) was closed
the council contacted all clients that had not contacted the outlet already, to ensure their safety.
Snowy Valleys Council also communicated key messages and conveyed communications on
behalf of other agencies that it assisted during the bushfires including the Rural Fire Service and
the EOC. The Council effectively communicated ongoing updates about its recovery effort and
resumption of services through a weekly recovery bulletin.
Snowy Valleys Council monitored residents' experiences of service delivery through
community meetings and analysis of social media interactions
Snowy Valleys Council monitored residents' experiences of service delivery through community
recovery workshops and community meetings, directly contacting residents via phone or
videoconference, and analysing social media interactions during and after the bushfires.
Snowy Valleys Council keeps customer records management logs of all enquiries made by
residents and stakeholders through communication channels such as the council contact email
address and service phone line. Snowy Valleys Council has not undertaken its own analysis of
enquiries, compliments, and complaints received during the disasters. The Council advised that
during the 2019–20 bushfires its focus was on monitoring resident safety and risk, rather than their
experience of any disruption of services.
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Section two
Appendices

Appendix one – Responses from
councils and the Department of Planning
and Environment
This appendix includes the formal responses from audited councils to the findings in this report. It
also includes a formal response from the Department of Planning and Environment.
Snowy Valleys Council advises that documented business continuity systems were in place for
both former councils amalgamated into Snowy Valleys, and that a consolidated business continuity
plan was in draft prior to the 2019–20 bushfires. As noted in this report, Snowy Valleys Council did
not have a finalised business continuity plan in place during the 2019–20 bushfires (page 29). The
referenced business continuity plans of the former councils were not provided to the Audit Office.
Snowy Valleys Council has asserted that a theme from this report is 'a lack of adequate state
funding for asset maintenance or resilience work'. This is an opinion of the Council. The report
does not comment on the adequacy of State funding arrangements. No NSW Government
agencies were subject to this performance audit and the audit does not conclude that there is a
lack of adequate state funding for asset maintenance or resilience work.
The Audit Office has carefully considered the Council’s concerns and we have concluded that,
based on objective facts and evidence provided, the scope of this audit was relevant and the
findings remain balanced, accurate and complete as relevant to the scope.
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Response from the Department of Planning and Environment
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Response from Bega Valley Shire Council
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Response from Snowy Valleys Council
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Appendix two – Emergency management
arrangements for local councils
Emergency management arrangements for local councils
The State Emergency and Rescue Management Act 1989 establishes emergency management
arrangements in NSW.
An Emergency Management Plan is prepared across State, regional and local levels to outline the
overarching management arrangements and document agreed roles and functions of various
agencies to prevent, prepare for, respond to and recover from emergencies.
Emergency management plans are supported by other plans for specific agencies and functional
areas and sub plans prepared to address specific hazards or events (e.g. Consequence
Management Guides) where the required detail is greater than what is in the Emergency
Management Plan.
Coordination of the prevention, preparation, response and recovery is carried out under State,
Regional and Local Emergency Management Committees. Such committees include emergency
service organisations – such as NSW Police, Rural Fire Service, Fire and Rescue NSW, NSW
Health, State Emergency Service.
At the local level, Local Emergency Management Committees are formed for each local
government area, and consist of:
•
•

•
•

the General Manager of the local council, who is the Chair of the Committee
senior representatives of emergency services agencies (including 'combat agencies')
operating in the LGA
representatives for functional areas that operate within the LGA
the Local Emergency Operations Controller for the LGA.

Under the State Emergency and Rescue Management Act, local councils' are required to support
the activities of the Local Emergency Management Committee. Operationally, councils advised this
involves providing 'executive support' and Local Emergency Management Officers who support the
Local Emergency Operations Controllers. Key activities of Local Emergency Management Officers
include organising committee meetings, coordinating updates to the EM Plan, and ensuring the
Local Emergency Operations Centre (LEOC) is ready for use if and when required (EOC locations
are specified in the EM Plan).
Other council staff may also sit on the Local Emergency Management Committee to provide
technical and other advice, for example area coordinators for utilities, engineering, and
environment.
A local council may also be subject to directions from the Local Emergency Management Controller
(LEOCON), where the LEOCON has assumed responsibility for controlling the response to an
emergency.
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Appendix three – About the audit
Audit objective
This audit assessed the effectiveness of two councils' approaches to business and service
continuity arrangements for natural disasters.

Audit criteria
We addressed the audit objective by the following audit criteria:
1.

2.

3.

Business and service continuity planning: Do the councils have effective approaches to
planning for disaster-related risks to business and service continuity?
a)
The councils have documented approaches (e.g. plans, policies procedures) for
identifying, mitigating and responding to disaster-related risks to business and service
continuity, including but not limited to:

identification of risks and business impacts

identification of essential services

proactive mitigation strategies and risk controls

specification of roles and responsibilities

links with other agencies

communication protocols.
b)
The councils provide relevant training to staff to ensure they are aware of the council's
business and service continuity approach under various scenarios.
c)
The councils have mechanisms in place for regular and post-review and update of
business and service continuity approaches.
Preparation: Did the councils effectively implement strategies to prepare for identified
disaster-related risks to business and service continuity?
a)
Between January 2018 and December 2020, the councils took actions to prepare for
natural disaster impacts, including but not limited to:

implementation of identified proactive risk controls (preventative, detective and
corrective)

bushfire and flood mitigation projects

activities to increase the resilience of council infrastructure required for service
delivery.
Response during disaster events: Were the councils' responses during selected disasters
effective in management business and service continuity?
During the 2019–20 bushfires and 2020 storms and floods:
a)
The councils took appropriate actions to manage business and service continuity,
including but not limited to:

decision to activate business and service continuity arrangements

steps taken to ensure service continuity or restoration

communications to staff about emerging situations and clarification of roles and
responsibilities.
b)
The councils effectively updated residents on service changes and issues.
c)
The councils' residents experienced minimal disruption to essential services.
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Audit scope and focus
In assessing the criteria, we checked the following aspects:
1.
2.
3.

essential business as usual council-led services
preparation and risk mitigation activities related to identified natural disaster related risks
responses during disaster events in the period of January 2019 to December 2020.

Audit exclusions
The audit did not assess:
•
•

•
•

emergency management coordination and response by State agencies or councils
long-term recovery projects (such as reconstruction of physical infrastructure and restoration
of social, economic and physical wellbeing)
non-essential council-led services, such as library and cultural services, or capital works
the merits of government policy objectives.

Audit approach
Our procedures included:
1.

2.

3.

Interviewing relevant council staff with accountability for:
•
risk identification and assessment
•
business and service continuity planning and implementation
•
essential service delivery
•
implementation of proactive risk controls and preparation strategies
•
internal, stakeholder and community communications
•
stakeholders.
Examining documents relating to:
•
business and service continuity planning and implementation
•
risk identification, business impact and service prioritisation
•
business and service resilience assessment and planning
•
communication strategies relating to staff, partnership agencies and residents
•
staff training related to business and service continuity
•
progress of mitigation and preparation activities
•
post-disaster reviews and reports
•
relevant data relating to risks, service delivery and complaints.
Consulting with and considering information from other sources and stakeholders.

The audit approach was complemented by quality assurance processes within the Audit Office to
ensure compliance with professional standards.

Audit methodology
Our performance audit methodology is designed to satisfy Australian Audit Standard ASAE 3500
Performance Engagements and other professional standards. The standards require the audit
team to comply with relevant ethical requirements and plan and perform the audit to obtain
reasonable assurance and draw a conclusion on the audit objective. Our processes have also been
designed to comply with requirements specified in the Public Finance and Audit Act 1983 and the
Local Government Act 1993.
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Appendix four – Performance auditing
What are performance audits?
Performance audits determine whether State or local government entities carry out their activities
effectively, and do so economically and efficiently and in compliance with all relevant laws.
The activities examined by a performance audit may include a government program, all or part of
an audited entity, or more than one entity. They can also consider particular issues which affect the
whole public sector and/or the whole local government sector. They cannot question the merits of
government policy objectives.
The Auditor-General’s mandate to undertake performance audits is set out in section 38B of the
Government Sector Audit Act 1983 for State government entities, and in section 421B of the Local
Government Act 1993 for local government entities.

Why do we conduct performance audits?
Performance audits provide independent assurance to the NSW Parliament and the public.
Through their recommendations, performance audits seek to improve the value for money the
community receives from government services.
Performance audits are selected at the discretion of the Auditor-General who seeks input from
parliamentarians, State and local government entities, other interested stakeholders and Audit
Office research.

How are performance audits selected?
When selecting and scoping topics, we aim to choose topics that reflect the interests of parliament
in holding the government to account. Performance audits are selected at the discretion of the
Auditor-General based on our own research, suggestions from the public, and consultation with
parliamentarians, agency heads and key government stakeholders. Our three-year performance
audit program is published on the website and is reviewed annually to ensure it continues to
address significant issues of interest to parliament, aligns with government priorities, and reflects
contemporary thinking on public sector management. Our program is sufficiently flexible to allow us
to respond readily to any emerging issues.

What happens during the phases of a performance audit?
Performance audits have three key phases: planning, fieldwork and report writing.
During the planning phase, the audit team develops an understanding of the audit topic and
responsible entities and defines the objective and scope of the audit.
The planning phase also identifies the audit criteria. These are standards of performance against
which the audited entity, program or activities are assessed. Criteria may be based on relevant
legislation, internal policies and procedures, industry standards, best practice, government targets,
benchmarks or published guidelines.
At the completion of fieldwork, the audit team meets with management representatives to discuss
all significant matters arising out of the audit. Following this, a draft performance audit report is
prepared.
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The audit team then meets with management representatives to check that facts presented in the
draft report are accurate and to seek input in developing practical recommendations on areas of
improvement.
A final report is then provided to the head of the audited entity who is invited to formally respond to
the report. The report presented to the NSW Parliament includes any response from the head of
the audited entity. The relevant minister and the Treasurer are also provided with a copy of the final
report. In performance audits that involve multiple entities, there may be responses from more than
one audited entity or from a nominated coordinating entity.

Who checks to see if recommendations have been implemented?
After the report is presented to the NSW Parliament, it is usual for the entity’s Audit and Risk
Committee/Audit Risk and Improvement Committee to monitor progress with the implementation of
recommendations.
In addition, it is the practice of Parliament’s Public Accounts Committee to conduct reviews or hold
inquiries into matters raised in performance audit reports. The reviews and inquiries are usually
held 12 months after the report received by the NSW Parliament. These reports are available on
the NSW Parliament website.

Who audits the auditors?
Our performance audits are subject to internal and external quality reviews against relevant
Australian standards.
The Public Accounts Committee appoints an independent reviewer to report on compliance with
auditing practices and standards every four years. The reviewer’s report is presented to the NSW
Parliament and available on its website.
Periodic peer reviews by other Audit Offices test our activities against relevant standards and better
practice.
Each audit is subject to internal review prior to its release.

Who pays for performance audits?
No fee is charged to entities for performance audits. Our performance audit services are funded by
the NSW Parliament.

Further information and copies of reports
For further information, including copies of performance audit reports and a list of audits currently
in-progress, please see our website www.audit.nsw.gov.au or contact us on 9275 7100.
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